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But we can explain, it is called Z-Festivalitis and it 
never caught so many breeder before and so many 
members, that is why. It is beginning to take on epidemic 
proportions. But there is no reason to panic. After all, 
the symptoms are but euphemistic feelings, stimulated 
by the blue bodies that kindly point you on your way in 
breeding and react promptly and anticipate problems. 
That is their job and it is not a public health hazard. 
On the contrary, Z-Festivalitis makes you richer in all 
respects….

Materially richer, when you sell. Mentally richer, because 
of the recognition and the group feeling. Intellectually 
richer, by talking and listening and watching. 
Because the whole is more than the sum of its components, 
the average quality goes up. At Z-Festival the breeders 

600 to see
‘I have already sold half of my foals’, says a proud breeder at Z-Festival: ‘Everything always runs 
smoothly here. Trade is influences by the exceptional atmosphere that is created here; you are warmly 
welcome when you arrive, followed by correct service and smooth processing. This is the ideal setting 
for dam and foal, for buyers and sellers. I can not explain precisely because we have simply become 
accustomed to it. It is an exceptional ambiance, a special feeling…’

stimulate each other to get better and better results. 
And the better the quality, the better the price. You can 
learn from watching. The top segment of Z-Festival will 
always be small, the positive evolution was undeniably 
the update and upgrade of the average quality, which is 
going up year after year.

Online is the future…
600 Foals means 60 fortunate breeders with a ticket for 
the Z Quality Auction. Yet the remaining 540 do not 
have to be unhappy, and certainly not disappointed. 
New markets are cultivated; the Z-Markt as well as the 
Online Auction. There is still a bit of reluctance, which 
is totally unwarranted. The success, that all the breeders 
contribute to, implies that we have to look for new 
niches on the market and new modules to sell our foals. 

And we can. We know of foals sold via the live-stream 
to Germany. Z-Festival has become a market place itself. 
It is only a single example of the new tendencies and the 
virtual world of online buying is one of them. Do we still 
buy all our shoes and clothes in the shopping mall or do 
we also shop online? You know the answer, judging by 
the success stories of internet shops. The daily offer is 
growing and expanding. It is no different at Z-Festival. 
That is why we want to see the Online Auction get the 
same level as the Z Quality Auction.

How did the breeders experience festivalitis?
Thierry Van Gelder from Merchtem was early to celebrate 
the national holiday. Not to flaunt their products before 
the king, but to present Coup de Coeur KVG Z. At 

Z-Festival 2016
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The stable name KVG refers to Kimberly Van Gelder, 
Thierry’s daughter. She is a showjumping rider, but 
currently follows her veterinary studies. ‘That is why the 
sport was notched down and we used her sport mare 
Garco-Breaka (Heartbreaker x Darco) for breeding. It 
was Kimberly who picked out Cicero Z. I already bred 
several foals in the past, but now for the first time we 
intentionally bred for quality, because we realised that 
only the best would be good enough. You never know, of 
course, but you better start with a good pedigree’, says 
Thierry Van Gelder, who bought Garco Breaka from 
Frans Celen. Is Thierry not sorry now that he offered his 
filly to the auction? Yes, on the one hand, but Z Quality 
Auction is a very attractive option. We should not be 
blind for it.’

06.00 hours he left with his foals for Lanaken. His filly 
was number nine to come before the jury. And she must 
have been remarkable, for several hundred foals later, 
she was whistled back for the finals. ‘A total surprise’, 
Thierry looks back. ‘Since we had to come up so early, 
we got a chance to look at the other foals and there were 
real beauties among them. I therefore never expected 
that we would reach the finals. This was the first time 
that I presented a foal at Z-Festival and I did not know 
precisely what to expect. Okay, it was up to the jury and 
I will not contradict them’, says a smiling Thierry. ‘Coup 
de Coeur Z did not steal her name. She is a beautiful filly 
and because special attention was paid to the dam’s lines, 
it is understandable that our dam had an advantage. Her 
half-brother is a promising 7-yr-old, currently stabled 
with Steve Guerdat. We got a reward for our long day. 

The medal winners, a summary ...

Foal Sire Breeder

Fillies A 

• Daytona D’Argilla Z Diamant de Semilly Argilla Stables
• Coup de Coeur KVG Z Cicero Z Family van Gelder
• Diva van de Pluimert Z Douglas Johnny Stevens

Colts A

• Fellow Z For Pleasure J. van Montfort
• Diamond for Ever Z Dinken Pieter van de Voort
• Toulis de L’Esku Z Toulon Kurt Pieters

Fillies B

• Luxery from Second Life Z Levisto Z Thiery Hendrikx
• Dancing Margritte 1 Z Dominator 2000 Z Huguette Exelmans
• Activity Z Aktion Pur Z ZG Dammann-Graf

Colts B

• Chico vh Scheefkasteel Z Cicero Z Johan Hubrechts 
• Casanova Z (ET) Cornet Obolensky Rien van Kemenade
• Quandor Tivor Z Quantum Stal Tivor 

Fillies C

• Assence Z Aganix du Seigneur Z J. Winkelmolen
• Commellefo Z Comme Il Faut Peter Goossens
• Cosita HC Z Corico Z Horse Consult BVBA

Colts C

• Cheap Trick WM Z Cento W. van Gestel 
• Carrasco vd Molendreef Z Comme Il Faut A. Roegiers
• Do You du Seigneur Z Don’t Touch Tiji Hero SA La Ferme du Seigneur

Daytona D’Argilla Z

Diva van de Pluimert ZCoup de Coeur KVG Z
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Coup de Coeur Z was the first to start and finished in 
second place. Diva vd Pluimert Z was the penultimate 
starter and finished third. That says something about 
the concentration of the jury. You try keeping an open 
mind after you have assessed already some hundred 
foals. What was going on in Johnny Stevens’ mind when 
he presented his filly as number 94 on the starting list? 
‘To be fair? My mind was blank (smiles). I had never 
presented a foal at Z-Festival before. I breed five to 
six foals annually and as a rule they would spend their 
youth in the field. I am a rider and dealer and breeding 
is just my hobby. I love to see my foals in the field. That 
is precisely why I breed and later train them.’ The reason 
that Johnny came to Z-Festival anyway had, amongst 
other things, to do with several experts. Johnny owns 
several horses together with Piet Janssen and he also 
rides horses for Paul Van Den Bosch, two breeders that 
had already fallen into the prizes at Z-Festival before. 
‘They did suggest that I present my foal. And I had no 
idea what to expect. Suddenly you hear your number 
being announced and you are one of the twelve finalists. 
Then five drop out and the counting begins. When it 
happens, the moment itself, you do not take it in yet. 
Only in the evening at home did it sink in. For Piet and 
Paul this may be a routine by now, but for me it was 
all new and I just let it some over me. You never know 
beforehand. I had another foal the next day, but it did 
not show itself well. That is the sort of thing that can 
happen.’ Dam Zoe Brietta (Clarimo x Corrado I) was 
also bought as a broodmare by Stevens in Germany. 
‘So far I have not been very lucky with her. In the past 
five years she only produced two foals. One died, then 
she did not get in foal. That is why this is such a good 
experience, it finally worked out and at Z-Festival I was 
well rewarded.’ Next year Stevens is expecting foals by, 
amongst others, Cicero Z and George Z.

Kurt Pieters won bronze in the youngest colt class 
thanks to Toulis de L’Esku Z (Toulon). Kurt was a BWP 
breeder until, three years ago, he moved to Zangersheide. 
‘Because Zangersheide is still really doing something for 
the breeders. At least, that is the prevailing feeling’, so 
Kurt believes and that explains why it was the first time 
for him to start at Z-Festival. And even that happened 
just by coincidence: ‘I come from Lembeke, that is the 
other side of the country and I really wondered if it 

F E E D  F O R  M A R E S  A N D  F OA L S
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would be worth while to travel all that way with my 
young foal. It was barely one month old. It so happened 
that I had to bring the dam of Toulis, Chiquilla, to 
Zangersheide anyway because I wanted her inseminated 
by George Z and that would happen a few days before 
Z-Festival. That way I could combine the two: have the 
mare inseminated and show the foal.’ In his young days 
Kurt Pieters saddle-broke youngsters. He breeds purely 
as a hobby and limits this to one, maximum two foals Luxery from Second Life Z

Activity ZDancing Margritte 1 Z

on the last day. That kind of stamina comes from a 
thoroughbred.”

It is no surprise when one realises that Leredde’s 
background is in bloodstock breeding. “We breed 
some ten showjumping horses every year. The 
other twenty are for steeple-chasing. This is the 
source of my preference and love for a good drop 
of thoroughbred blood. My father is 85 by now and 
we still talk about that mix. His horse won team gold 
in the Montreal Olympics and that was a cross of a 
trotter and a racehorse. We are still successful with 
that mix on the dam’s side.”

After eight editions as a member of the jury, he 
is still motivated to come to Z-Festival. “As a real 
horseman, this is where you want to be. Horses 
are my life. At Zangersheide you can see the mix 
between Dutch, German and French breeding. That 
international mix is very interesting. The best genes 
are united there and inevitably they produce the best 
sport horses.”

The French contribute to the jury panel comes in 
the person of Xavier Leredde. Who pays attention 
to other things, so he says, than his Belgian and 
German colleagues. “For me the canter is the most 
important aspect. Consider every stride as taking a 
small fence. With a good canter you have a better 
chance of a good showjumping horse. The trot is of 
less importance to me. We are not there to assess 
dressage foals.”

Also Leredde recognizes the progression shown by 
Z-Festival. “You can not compare the first few years 
with today. At the time, we were happy to have 150 
foals. Now we are getting more than 600. That is 
a great challenge. Every foal must be individually 
assessed and it is only in the ring for 2 minutes. So 
we have to keep each other sharp.”

The Frenchman has a preference for horses with 
some blood. “I love to see a thoroughbred in their 
papers. In the second or third remove that is almost 
a must today. International shows often last three or 
four days. And then they also have to be able to peak 

Xavier Leredde
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per year. Kurt already has a foal by George Z and he 
liked it so much that he wanted him again this year. He 
chose Toulon to line-breed via the dam. And that his line 
was liked was proved by the result. From the same family 
there was, after a third place, also an eighth (De Semilly 
Z) for a half-sister of Chiquilla. Both have Wonderfee vh 
Zorgvliet (Cento x Heartbreaker) as their dam. ‘I saw so 
many beautiful and quality foals that I never thought or 
expected that mine would fall into the prizes. I was the 
last to be called back for the finals and that made it very 
exciting. I was already glad to have reached the finals 
and I expect that Z Quality Auction will make it even 
more exciting.  My first acquaintance with a Z-event 
was in all respects more than I could ever have hoped. I 
really had no expectations beforehand. I do fully agree 
with the breeding philosophy of Zangersheide. And I 
applied it via the grandam Hayland and I could see that 
there was a lot of quality.’

‘I saw so many beautiful and quality foals that 

I never thought or expected that mine would 

fall into the prizes’ Kurt Pieters

Rien Van Kemenade won silver with Casanova Z 
(Cornet Obolensky) and he is a son of Coriana Z 
(Chellano Z) who had earlier already presented several 
fine foals at Z-Festival and the Z Quality Auction. 

Chico vh Scheefkasteel Z

Quandor Tivor Z

Casanova Z
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is what can distinguish a foal. Only after that you look 
at the paper. And then it is understandable that foals 
with an interesting dam’s line are preferred for the 
auction. A good foal with an interesting pedigree will 
sell well. A lot of experience and some gut feeling 
provide the outcome.”

Heinz Meyer is especially fond of the offspring of 
proven sport stallions. “I like these best as they offer 
a higher degree of certainty. If I buy a foal, I had 
rather one by a proven than an unknown young sire. 
But the latter also deserve to get chances.”

In his current position of studfarm manager of 
Gestüt Lewitz Meyer enjoys great independence. 
“I look at the mares, discuss the partnering with 
Paul and I select the young horses. We do most 
of that together. But when he has got no time, 
this responsibility rests on my shoulders. This year 
we used a lot of our own blood. But also stallions 
such as Taloubet Z, Cicero Z and Dominator Z from 
Zangersheide were given a chance. The best part of 
my job is the free jumping of the yearlings. Before 
I watch them, they have often done it twice before, 
so they already know their way. Those first jumps are 
very telling. I have now seen some thousand yearling 
in free jumping and on the basis of that experience I 
dare to predict whether they will later have sufficient 
power, carefulness and technique. Yearlings in free 
jumping give a lot of information about the way a 
stallion breeds. That gives you a head-start of a few 
years. We can take advantage of that.”

For Germany Heinz Meijer featured on the jury for the 
third time this year. With fifteen years of experience 
in his pocket as studfarm manager of Gestüt Lewitz 
he plays a valuable role on the panel. “It was not 
entirely new to me”, explains Meijer, who once 
started as a foal selector for Paul Schockemöhle. 
“When I still was an independent rider and breeder, 
I often did business with Paul Schockemöhle. He 
asked me fifteen years ago if I would like to work 
for him. He had noticed that I knew my way about 
in breeding. And that had made an impression. In 
the first years I worked for him, I was mainly buying 
foals. Until I got my present position as studfarm 
manager.”

Meanwhile Meyer and Schockemöhle are often 
mentioned in one breath. And it was no coincidence 
that Meijer, via his employer, ended up at Z-Festival. 
“I had occasionally accompanied Paul when he was 
still on this jury. So I knew the line and manner of 
assessment at Z-Festival. Looking back at my first 
year and to the present edition, I see a big difference. 
Not only in the numbers, but especially in the quality 
of the foals. On the one hand because of the use of 
good sport stallions. And on the other hand, because 
breeders have come to realise how important a good 
dam’s line is.”

Making a selection from 600 foals is quite a job. But 
it is all about that one impression. “It is like with 
a woman. It is that first impression. An expressive 
eye, a classy appearance and an intelligent look. That 

Heinz Meyer
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A daughter of Baloubet du Rouet out of Coriana Z 
fancied Rodrigo Pessoa and he made the highest bid of 
€ 14,000. A daughter of Kannan moved to Denmark via 
the Z Quality Auction. Later we would see Casanova 
Z in the auction and he will be presented as the reserve 
champion. The outcome was exciting and afterwards 
Rien Van Kemenade was quite pleased with a second 
place: ‘Casanova showed himself well, he is a bold lad. 
That is the moment of the day. I also had another foal. It 
was late in the afternoon and the foal was tired from the 
journey and the warm day and just did not show well. 
At home I had believed that that was my best foal and 
I understand the jury for they saw another, tied, foal. I 
would not like to be on the jury. It is a very difficult task. 
There is a difference between the middle group and the 
finalists, but selecting the top five must be very difficult. 
My second place is, for me, worth as much as a first. 
That top ten came very close, did not it?’ Van Kemenade 
realised that it was a very high quality year. ‘The quality 
offered is going up every year’, is the experience of Rien.

‘My second place is, for me, worth as much as 

a first’ Rien Van Kemenade

Missed the finals
Rozelien and her father Willy De Beck are the names 
behind De Withoeve. Originally De Withoeve bred for 
horse milk. A few years ago Rozelien and Willy halved 
their breeding and still only breed 25 foal. They breed 
less but better, made the transfer to Zangersheide 
and presented a few foals at Z-Festival. The De Beck 
family is known not to do anything by halves. They are 
hard workers, also at Z-Festival. Rozelien laughs: ‘We 
presented six foals and I rode one 5-yr-old in the WC 
qualifiers. It all was very interesting, but we missed the 
finals, because I was going round in the showjumping 

ring at that moment’, Rozelien explains by way of 
apology. Nevertheless Coconut vd Withoeve Z finished 
in seventh place. Coconut is a daughter of Cornado 
II out of Gitania van Paemel (Cicero Z x Ramiro Z). 
With six foals and a 5-yr-old Rozelien did not have a 
lot of time to watch her competitors. Still, she learnt an 
important lesson. ‘We will be back next year after we 
will have made an even stiffer selection.’
 
For Tom Nelissen from Limburg Z-Festival went more 
than well. He bred the dam Cavalina ter Klomp Z 
(Clearway x Coriano Z) himself and she had now given 
him her first foal, a daughter of Levisto Z. They finished 
in fifth place. ‘And, more importantly, we are selected 
for the Z Quality Auction. I have therefore all the more 
reason to be pleased’, smiles Tom. ‘And objectively 
speaking, Z Quality Auction is one of the best foal 
auctions in the world. And even better when you look at 
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the quantity and quality of the offer.’ Z-Festival turned 
out well for Nelissen, but he remains careful. ‘Because it 
is getting more and more difficult every year to be picked 
out. I have noticed that everyone has realised by now 
that it is essential to select very strongly on the mares 
line. That gives you a higher average straight away. The 
quality is going up and you can work out mathematically 
that you have to belong to the best ten percent to have 
a chance to be selected for the auction and that is not 
customary everywhere. No other auction can afford to 
be so selective.’

Tom’s mare Cavalina ter Klomp Z is a full sister of the 
licensed stallion Lavallino Ter Klomp, who was the 
reserve champion of the BWP stallion selection and who 
is managed by Luc Tilleman. As a matter of fact, also 
Lavallino was bred by Tom Nelissen. 
Cavalina’s first foal was by Levisto Z. At last. ‘I have 
been a fan of Levisto Z for many years, but he was not 
a good match for my former mare. Cavalina is a typical 
classic Holsteiner mare and she is well-matched with the 
qualities of Levisto Z. At least, that is what I thought. 
You think about it and you try something, although you 
never know how it will work out. This turned out very 
well and the jury thought so, as well. I am quite pleased 
about that. I made the choice and it was agreeable to 
the jury.’

Assence Z Cosita HC  Z

Cosita HC  Z

‘Because it is getting more and more difficult 

every year to be picked out’ Tom Nelissen

Breeders come from far, very far sometimes, but there are 
also some that have settled closer by. Like Galin Ivanov, 
for example. He comes from Bulgary and six years ago 
founded Horse Consult in Elversele; a studfarm plus 
training stables and AI centre. ‘We still are small-scale 
and we want to keep it that way, with the emphasis on 
quality’, Galin explains. ‘It was therefore logical that I 
came to Zangersheide, I think the same way. I totally 
agree with their policies, I have the same purpose as 
Z.’ Galin Ivanov presented Cosita HC Z. Cosita is a 
daughter of Corico Z, HC stands for Horse Consult. 
‘I chose Corico Z because of his dam’s line, which has 
proved itself in sport and breeding. I saw Corico Z in the 
flesh at the Open Days and he convinced me. Fruehling 
(Canadian River x Landgraf) is the dam of Cosita and 
Ivanov bought her for breeding as a 2-yr-old. ‘Cosita met 
all expectations already upon birth. She is tall and has a 
good body.’ The jury agreed with Ivanov’s idea and he is 
fairly proud of that. ‘Because it is a confirmation. I am 
a beginning breeder and keep my feet on the ground. 
I admit that I had hoped for a place in the top ten but 
coming third was slightly amazing. It literally took my 

Commellefo Z

Cheap Trick WM Z

Carrasco vd Molendreef Z

Do You du Seigneur Z
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is what makes the job so interesting. In those three 
days you get a good idea of how a stallion breeds. I 
find that very interesting and instructive.”
Once back home you process all that information. 
“You never forget what you have seen. Certain 
bloodlines or stallions make an inerasable impression. 
You can sometimes clearly recognize them in their 
foals. Without looking at its paper, you can recognize 
their genes in a foal. I love that. It is a moment of 
passion in the daily work.”

Especially exciting are the first crop of young stallions. 
“Of Cornet, Baloubet and Diamant we already 
know how they breed. But how about the younger 
generations. The impressions you now get will last in 
following years. I am always curious how a foal that 
we scored high will later do in the sport.”

In addition, the foal and its paper are one whole. 
“The two belong together. Although we now also 
give points for the dam’s line. Breeders have become 
more selective and breed more purposefully and goal-
orientated than a few years ago. Which makes that 
young stallions have to fight harder to get a chance. 
And it is so important that they get that chance. That 
is why I promote this as a stallion station. For only 
numbers can tell you something about the way a 
young stallion breeds.”

“What I noticed about Z-Festival is the improved 
preparation. Breeders do a lot of preparing and you 
can see that by their foals. In addition, the foals gain a 
lot of experience during Z-Festival. That surplus value 
is already incredibly high. At the end of the whole trip 
they are virtually already for 50% saddle-broken.”

The first edition in which Tilleman sat on the jury was 
recorded as a very successful one. In fact, never 
before did Z Quality Auction score such an average. 
Next year we can hoist the flag again, according to 
Tilleman. “Because the quality has gone up even 
more”, says the Belgian member of the jury. 

As a hobby rider, Luc Tilleman ended up at a stallion 
station via his parents-in-law. “Then I gradually made 
my profession in horses. At our station you can 
find the horse gamma from A to Z: we breed stock, 
manage breeding stallions, but also train young sport 
horses to the highest level.”

He gathered experience with assessing foals from his 
own studfarm and on the road. “We welcome some 
fifteen to twenty foals every year born here and we 
also buy about ten foals. We want our stallion station 
to move with the times. So we dare to use new blood 
once in a while and so contribute to breeding.”

Last year was the first time that Luc Tilleman was on 
the Z-jury quartet. “We understand each other. We 
are almost always in agreement. And that smooth co-
operation in a good team makes that mountain of 600 
foals bridgeable. In the finales you always find a few 
foals that are sticking out with head and shoulders. 
They have an extra condition, move with power and 
ease and have the charisma that we are looking for. 
Then follows a whole group of equivalent foals with 
varying conditions, sticking close to their dam or 
otherwise do not show themselves that day. That is 
the hard thing about our position. It is just a random 
selection moment. One foal may feel the king of the 
ring and another would rather keep a low profile. That 

Luc Tilleman
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Paul Vanvinckenroye from Liege has been a breeder for 
years and a professional one; pigs and the well-known 
‘Blanc Bleu Belge’, the white-blue cow breed. As a 
farmer Paul Vanvinckenroye is professionally interested 
in all genetics and that also applies for his horse 
breeding. From pigs to cows to horses? ‘Thanks to my 
daughter Hélène’, Paul replies proudly. ‘She introduced 
the horse here in our stables. She is a showjumping 
rider and follows a study in horse management in 
Bilzen. And so dad Paul was pulled into her horse life. 
He bought several mares, amongst others some from 
Tom De Craene from studfarm VD Bisschop. He has a 
Cicero Z mare and for his breeding he bought a filly at 
the Z Quality Auction (E-Lissy Z, Embassy x Caretano 
Z) two years ago. S Meralda is a daughter of Ilonga 
vd Bisschop (Kashmir vh Schuttershof x Carthago Z) 

and she finished fourth of the fillies of group B. S 
Meralda was the very last filly to be presented. Last 
year Vanvinckenroye came to Z-Festival for the first time 
with one foal, this year he has five for the jury. And that 
caused a bit of stress. ‘I am slightly handicapped, for 
I only understand French’, Paul explains. ‘It is a good 
thing that my daughter goes to Bilzen. At least she 
learns some Dutch. I only understand half of what they 
are saying. So you imagine, when they were calling the 
finalists, all those numbers, I get them mixed up and 
did not get any of it. Was I in or out? I did not know 
until they called to me: come on, you are in the finals. 
Alleluia, that was a heavenly moment. And we finished 
fourth, I was so happy! It is a little bit like a miss 
election, is not it’, laughs Paul, who had immediately 
joined Zangersheide. ‘A oui, because I set great store 
by genetics. I picked out Singular la Silla, for example, 
because Ilonga is a rather heavy horse and that would 
be well-matched with the blood of Singular. I am glad 
that the jury also saw it that way.’ In the past he also 
used Levisto Z and Air Jordan Z, to mention a few. ‘And 
next year I will come to Z-Festival with a few daughters 
of Taloubet Z. Maybe by that time I have a foal by an 
Olympic champion’, says a laughing Paul, who has ten 
mares in foal, including one by Aganix du Seigneur Z. 
Two of his five foals were selected for the auction, 
including the filly S Meralda, who will be offered for 
sale via the Z Online Auction. ‘I do this as publicity for 
my studfarm’, Paul Vanvinckenroye explains. ‘And who 
knows, maybe later I can follow my breeding on the 
telly, when they are performing in the sport’, Paul jokes. 

S Meralda de la Croix Renard Z

breath away, as I repeatedly noticed in the finals.’ The 
majority of the participants not only wish for a place 
in the top but also for selection for the auction. That 
is different for Ivanov. He did not enter his filly for the 
auction. ‘I hoped and the jury confirmed; apparently I 
bred a successful foal. It is a filly, besides, which I want 
to keep for my breeding’, Galin Ivanov concludes.
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A part of As near Genk is called 
Zevenhuizen, originally just a few 
streets. Today it is a fully-fledged 
suburb and that is where Sheila 
Wolters is living with her friend. 
She is breeding horses and does 
some buying and selling of 
horses. But she bred Come 
Catch Me Z herself, out 
of Cigaret JV H Z from 
Jan Vermeiren: ‘We know 
Jan very well and we simply 
love Cigaret, a stallion with 
a lot of quality’, Sheila 
explains. ‘We will start 
Come Catch Me Z under 
saddle now. She has so far 
been grazing in the field. 

Champion 

Come Catch Me Z: ‘It happened     to us unexpectedly’

Z-Festival 3-yr-olds

Come Catch Me Z

Cupcake Z Corona Freedom Z

That is why we believed that it would be interesting to 
have her start in a championship for 3-yr-olds. It fitted 
into her training and she would gain experience. When 
we arrived, even we were impressed, but Come Catch 
Me Z showed herself well. We had never expected to 
be winners. We just came to take a look. So you can 
imagine that we were over the moon when we heard 
that she had won. It was really unexpected. And great, 
of course, although we keep our legs on the ground. It 
may be a good beginning, it is a beginning above all’, 
says a level-headed Sheila. It was the first time that they 
started in the championship for 3-yr-olds and the first 
success for Come Catch Me Z.

Cupcake Z (Chacco Blue x Caretano 
Z) was one of the last 3-yr-olds to 
enter the ring and became the reserve 
champion. Cupcake Z was bred and 
is owned by Sandra Van Den Broeck.

Corona Freedom Z by Crown Z was 
bred in the Netherlands by the 

Hermans family and is owned 
by David Joly. He won the 

bronze.
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Zinedine Zidane Z (Zambesi) is a name for a champion 
and he bears his name proudly. Especially at Z-Festival, 
where the jury crowned him as the best 4-yr-old. Zinedine 
won the championship before Valuas vd Horst Z (Verdi) 
from breeder Bert Smeets and Crescendo MB Z (Clinton 
I), owned by Michel Dohmen. Same Michel therefore 
claimed the champion’s and third place in the 4-yr-
olds. ‘In the 3-yr-olds we finished in eighth place with 
Chakilly Z (Chacco Blue). Yes, it was a good Z-Festival 
this year’ says Michel dryly. Whenever he comes to 
Z-Festival, he always brings some horses, but the foal 
championships are not his thing: ‘because we do not sell 
our foals, anyway. We breed five to seven foals per year 
and we rear them at home. We bring them on and start 
them in the sport. We sell them only just before they are 

4-yr-olds

Zinedine Zidane Z, a 
champion… 
with a zappy name!
‘A day never to be forgotten’

breaking through at international level’. Michel Dohmen 
reached the finals of the WC for Young Horses in 2007 
with Caballero Z (Caretano Z) and the intention is that 
also Zinedine Zidane Z jumps in next year’s WC. ‘You 
have to have good horses, of course, or you better stay at 
home’, is the experience of Michel. ‘I knew that Zinedine 
is developing well, it is a great horse, but that does not 
mean that you immediately believe you will win. It is 
up to the jury in the end. What I do know that this was 
a day at Zangersheide never to be forgotten. Coming 
first and third is a pretty good average’, Michel Dohmen 
concludes.

Valuas vd Horst Z

Crescendo MB Z

Zinedine Zidane Z

Magazine August 2016
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Nico Baerts was the most regular performer in the 5-yr-
olds with Mielano van Meyershof Z (Mylord Carthago, 
bred by Firmin Baerts). He had finished second on the 
first day and sixth on the second day. Anoek Van De 
Pluim and C.Wellie R 56 Z (Calvin Z, bred by Stal 
Roelofs from Den Ham, NL), owned by Stal Everse from 
Waddinxveen (NL) finished second in the final ranking. 
Carlijn Sturme came third with Gigant Z (Glasgow van 
‘t Merelsnest, bred by Hero Jumpers NV from Berlare, 
B).  

Gaudi vd Molendreef Z (Gigolo vd Molendreef, bred by 
Stal de Molendreef from Evergem, B) won the second 
qualifier, but just missed the podium and finished in 
fourth place over two days under Tamara Klop. 

The first qualifier on Saturday was won by Ruben 
Houben and Nistria vd Winning Z (Nonstop, bred by 
Jos Steven in Riemst, B).   

The WC qualifiers

5-yr-olds 

Mielano van Meyershof Z

C. Wellie R 56 Z

Gigant Z

Mielano van Meyershof Z

Gaudi vd Molendreef Z
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6-yr-old 

Balisto Zoetendaele Z

Balisto Zoetendaele Z

pleased with the results in the qualifiers. We hope to 
develop a quality showjumping horse studfarm and 
the results of Balisto have a motivating effect,’ Carine 
Lootens concludes.

Bless Z (Burberry) from breeder/owner Kristel Stragier 
is also allowed to come to the WC. Bless Z and Dirk 
Geenen finished in second place and so earned a wild 
card, like Beau Reve vd Kruishoeve Z (Bamako de Muze) 
bred by Eric Polfliet and owned by Belgian champion 
Karel Cox.

Carine Lootens is a passionate breeder. She talkes about 
it with a spark in her eyes and a flame in her heart. Her 
Balisto Zoetendaele Z (Berlin) won the Z-qualifier of 
the WC for Young Horses and she is looking forward to 
it: ‘Last year Balisto jumped in the WC. He was deeply 
impressed, dropped a fence and did not make it to the 
finals. I hope he learnt from that. Balisto is now one year 
older and wiser and has gained some more experience’, 
says Carine. That showed in the WC qualifiers which he 
won. Carine Lootens has not been breeding for very long. 
She started her hobby about ten years ago, when she and 
her husband bought the abbey farm Zoetendaele. Next 
year they hope to get eleven foals, although it had all 
started with one mare which they happened to buy on a 
Dutch horse-market: ‘My husband designs gardens and 
we were really in the Netherlands to buy bulbs. Just for 
fun we went to this horse-market and bought a foal. She 
is the dam of Balisto. There have been many potential 
buyers, but we did not want to sell. Balisto was a tall 
foal, so tall that he ripped her womb. His dam died and 
Balisto was brought up by a pony that was living not 
far away from us. After a hundred days Balisto was 
already taller than his step-mother. We saddle-broke 
him ourselves and then he moved to Siebe Kramer who 
trained him. After that basic training Balisto came back 
to our stables and Bart Bomere, a good friend of ours, 
started him in competitions. We have been visiting the 
WC for Young Horses for many years already and last 
year our Balisto was one of the starters. He was too 
young, too green and inexperienced, but he learnt a lot 
from it. At least, that is what we are hoping and will 
see next month, says a smiling Carine: ‘We are already 

Comilfo vh Kelfshof ZBeau Reve vd Kruishoeve ZBless Z
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